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Apple has unveiled a taller, 4G-enabled iPhone at an event in San Francisco.
The device's new size allows it to display an extra row of app icons on its home screen.
The firm said it was 18% thinner and 20% lighter than the iPhone 4S. However, it does not feature an NFC (near field communication)
chip to allow it to make touchless payments.
Apple said the handset would work on Everything Everywhere's (EE) 4G LTE network in the UK.
The news is likely to give EE - which runs the local Orange and T-Mobile services - an advantage against its rivals which will not launch
the higher-speed data service until 2013.
"I think it's obviously what the other networks feared would happen," said Matthew Howett, a telecoms analyst at Ovum.
"The question will be how many non-EE customers make the switch."
Apple said the handset would ship on 21 September.
Faster speeds

The new screen offers a 16:9 ratio, matching that of widescreen televisions.
But its 4in (10.2cm) size remains smaller than rival displays used by Samsung, Nokia, Motorola, LG, HTC and Sony's flagship models.
Phil Schiller - Apple's vice president of worldwide marketing, who unveiled the device - said existing apps would be shown with black
borders until developers updated their products.
The handset also features a new Apple-designed chip, called the A6. Mr Schiller suggested this made it twice as powerful as the earlier
model.
The camera is an eight megapixel model - the same as in the iPhone 4S, and a lower specification than LG and Sony's most recent
devices.
However, Mr Schiller said the equipment and associated software meant the iPhone would create better photographs in low light than
before.
The handset also uses a new, smaller, socket for its charger. This means owners will need to use an adapter to plug the device into
existing speakers and other equipment. The adapter is listed as being £25 on Apple's site.
The handset does not offer wireless charging like Nokia's Lumia 920.
It will be sold with either 16 gigabytes, 32GB or 64GB of storage. The basic model will be sold for £529 in the UK, but the figure will be
lower if bought with a network contract.
In addition to launching the new model, Apple will continue to ship versions of the iPhone 4S and the iPhone 4, but is phasing out 2009's
iPhone 3GS.
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Reworked iTunes

Despite the fact that the iPhone 5 lacks several features found on its rivals, one analyst at the presentation thought it would prove
popular.
"There are unprecedented levels of pent-up consumer demand that will ensure it eclipses all previous iPhone launches," said Ben Wood
from CCS Insight.
"Newly rebranded UK network EE will be delighted by the fact the iPhone 5 supports the right flavour of 4G LTE technology."
However, another industry watcher thought that the firm might have made a mistake by rejecting new tech in order to make the model
thinner.
"The decision to omit NFC in the iPhone 5 could cost Apple," said Fred Huet, managing director at Greenwich Consulting.
"It is just a matter of time before the smartphone replaces the plastic card, and by skipping this technology, Apple may have missed a
valuable opportunity to take the lead in this market.
"With over 400 million active credit card accounts on file, Apple had a prime opportunity to convert its customers using a sleek mobile
payment system tied to the iPhone."
Apple also announced iTunes, its media player and store for Macs and PCs, was being redesigned and would be released in October,
and it also unveiled new iPods.
Big earner

The latest iPhone's performance will prove critical to Apple's fortunes.
According to the firm's most recent earnings report the iPhone and related services and accessories accounted for 52% of $120bn
(£74bn) total net sales over the nine months running up to July - 98 million handsets were sold in that time.
That has helped boost its share price to new heights. At the end of last week the firm was worth $637.85bn based on its share price.
That was the highest such valuation to date if you do not adjust Microsoft's 1998 figure for inflation.
However, competition is intensifying. While Apple's margins may be wider, Samsung's handset sales are growing at a faster pace.
According to data from IDC the South Korean firm accounted for 43.6% of the Western European smartphone market between April
and June compared to Apple's 19%.
The figures will have been skewed by the fact that Samsung offers more models and the Galaxy S3 was a newer device than the
equivalent iPhone, but one industry watcher said the rivalry could intensify over coming months.
"Samsung has been very efficient pushing and promoting their devices offering the biggest commissions to sales people," Francisco
Jeronimo, research manager at IDC, told the BBC.
"The momentum they are gaining with consumers is very high and people see it as a very innovative brand - and customers are clearly
looking for innovation rather than just refinements. Samsung will also be likely to make further gains by making price cuts before
Christmas."
Apple's stock closed 1.4% higher.

Flagship handsets compared
Device

Vital information

What the experts say

• Released: September 2012
• Screen size: 4"
• Operating system: iOS 6
Apple iPhone 5

• Camera: 8MP

"If you have an iPhone 4S the only real feature is the new
screen, as most of iOS 6 will be available to you, and
having to purchase new cables to go with the smaller
dock will be a pain. If you have an iPhone 4 or older,
however, then the new iPhone 5 offers a number of new
features that you'll love. It's an incremental update, but
looks like a great one nonetheless."

• Cost: £529 for pay-as-you-go 16GB model from Apple
Macworld
• Full specification
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• Released: May 2012
• Screen size: 4.8"
• Operating system: Android

Samsung Galaxy S3

"While neither the display nor the construction materials
on the Galaxy S3 are the best possible, both represent
acceptable compromises that help Samsung balance out
the rest of its class-leading spec sheet."

• Camera: 8MP
The Verge
• Cost: £450 for 16GB edition on pay-and-go via O2
• Full specification
• Released: April 2012
• Screen size: 4.7"
• Camera: 8MP
HTC One X

• Operating system: Android
• Cost: £420 for 16GB edition on pay-as-you-go via
Vodafone

"This handset looks and feels stunning...[but] battery life
is by far our biggest concern... Buying a One X is a lot
like getting a unicorn - it's wild, fast, white, beautiful,
expensive and fickle."
Engadget

• Full specification
• Release: "Before the [winter] holidays"
• Screen size: 4.7"
Motorola Droid RazrMaxx HD

• Camera: 8MP

(not available in UK)

• Operating system: Android

"Talk time is outlandishly long at 32 hours... If you want
a phone that's deadly serious about staying charged all
day, this is a great contender."
Mobiledia

• Cost: To be confirmed
• Full specification
• Release: To be confirmed
• Screen size: 4.5"
• Camera: 8.7MP
Nokia Lumia 920
• Operating system: Windows Phone 8
• Cost: To be confirmed

"The Nokia Lumia 920 is a good phone from the outset,
although it didn't really give us much to feel wowed by...
we can't help but feel that this may not be enough of an
evolution to really take Windows Phone to the next
level."
Techradar

• Full specification
• Release: September 2012 in S Korea
• Screen size: 4.7"
• Camera: 13MP
LG Optimus G

"Judging by its specs and LG's recent devices, it has
plenty of superphone potential... [but] it won't be able to
fit in front or back jean pockets, nor will it be easy to use
with one hand."

• Operating system: Android
Cnet
• Cost: To be confirmed
• Full specification
• Release: "Coming soon"
• Screen size: 4.6"
• Camera: 13MP
Sony Xperia T
• Operating system: Android
• Cost: To be confirmed
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"The 13-megapixel camera... is as close to a compact
as a smartphone has come. Couple this with a
responsive enough performance and you have a phone
that can take on the likes of the One X and the Samsung
Galaxy S3."
Pocket-lint
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• Full specification
• Release: August 2011
• Screen size: 2.8"
"The Bold 9900 is a great phone IF your live gravitates
around communication, but there's better choices out
there for gaming and entertainment."

• Camera: 5MP
Blackberry Bold 9900
• Operating system: Blackberry 7

Ubergizmo
• Cost: £380 pay-as-you-go on Orange
• Full specification
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401. steve T
13TH SEPTEMBER 2012 - 7:24

+12

A thin technological marvel of hardware - shame the operating system is
so last decade.
Apple desperately need to bring there iOS up to date, the latest android is
massively better and Windows Phone is sublimely brilliant in comparison
to both
It is a nice phone but I really don't want the outdated OS and useless apps

96. Simon A
+8

12TH SEPTEMBER 2012 - 20:07

As a apple user, have the 3rd generation ipad and the iphone 4. I am
gutted about the iphone 5, After watching the Nokia Lumia 920 and seeing
many galaxy S3, i was really hoping for some spectacular from the latest
iphone. But i cant find anything, Wireless charging is a WOW factor for
me. Will be getting the Lumia 920 i will give Nokia a second chance!

55. iMac25
-47

12TH SEPTEMBER 2012 - 19:45

sick of reading all these negative comments! the basis of Apple is to be
different! and to up hold a standard!!! that is what Steve Jobs did!! if he was
up there talking about it none of this would be being said! this is Apples
way of holding its own! and creating an amazing product that will last! i still
use the iPhone 3 and i will be upgrading! the iPhone 5 is amazing! Apple
has a bright future

34. PeninsulaBusinessServices
-39

12TH SEPTEMBER 2012 - 19:28

To be fair the iPhone 5 looks amazing, I was disappointed this time last
year when the iPhone 4S was announced, we expected a radical new
design however the 5 looks awesome. Whether it's enough to retain
Apple's lead in the smartphone industry we will never know.

17. jk1983
12TH SEPTEMBER 2012 - 19:23

+33

If this was the first incarnation of the iPhone, it would be a major flop. Even
before it goes on sale, it is inferior to the Samsung Galaxy S3.
The reason why the iPhone 5 will sell, is because so many people are
locked into Apple's restrictive ecosystem. They've spent good money on
music and app purchases which cannot be moved to non-Apple devices.
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More Technology stories

Viruses 'installed in PC factory' [/news/technology-19585433]
Cybercriminals are exploiting insecure supply chains to infect computers before they leave the factory, says Microsoft.
Huawei and ZTE deny US charges [/news/business-19595778]
O2 aims for earlier 4G network [/news/technology-19586067]
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